Lesson 6 specific:

Page 6-12. Creating the Second Tooth. Normal and Tangent. There is a good chance that you will need to use the Filter Selection (bottom of screen) to be able to select the surface and datum from the graphics area. The Filter will have to be changed from Surface to Datum when you go to select DTM1. Make sure you select the datum plane near the region where you want the tangent plane to be placed. There are really two solutions as far as Pro/E is concerned.

Page 6-16. After saving your part, capture and print an image similar to Figure 26 and the one below. Note which datums are displayed, and how the model tree has been expanded. Make sure your model tree is visible in your print out.

Exercise:
Generate the part shown in the lower right corner of page 6-20. Print an isometric, no-hidden line representation.